Dar ul Sukun
Consolidated Monthly Event Report
February 2020
Note: The main activities and events are reported in this document.
Comprehensive report of any branch can be furnished on request.

Workshop on Sensory Processing Disorder
Dar ul Sukun organized an awareness workshop on
Sensory Processing Disorder on 15th February with
the theme of “Sense It” to realize the sensation of
living with (SPD) to give it a Sense of Sensitization in
society.
Sensory processing disorder is a condition in which
the brain has trouble receiving and responding to
information
that comes
in through the senses. Formerly referred to as sensory
integration dysfunction, it is not currently recognized
as a distinct medical diagnosis. Some people with
sensory processing disorder are oversensitive to
things in their environment. Common sounds may be
painful or overwhelming.

Others with sensory processing disorder may:
Be uncoordinated
Bump into things
Be unable to tell where their limbs are in space
Be hard to engage in conversation or play
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Sensory processing problems are usually identified in children.
But they can also affect adults. Sensory processing problems
are commonly seen in developmental conditions like autism
spectrum disorder.
Therefore, Dar ul Sukun who has been working Since Many
years on disability. Hence we are dealing with multiple
disabilities it was an initiative to have an Awareness Workshop
of this important topic Sensory Processing Disorder with the
Theme of: Sense it to learn about this disorder the purpose was
to conduct this workshop is to identify the main problems and
challenges that are faced by the SPD children.
The Event was hosted by Ms. Dheeraj Dill (Events and Training
Head) and Ms. Cookie Lewis (Special Educator)
The Event was started with greetings and started after The
Recitation of Holy Quran after the Recitation Ms. Dheeraj Dill briefed the Theme and shared
the Background of this Awareness Workshop she shared that why we are calling it sense it.
Because we want to make society to realize that we can identify the problem and challenges
that are facing by the children with SPD and to spread awareness.

Then we invited the two Professionals who can closely link with
this Disorder one was Occupational Therapist and the other was
Clinical Psychologist. The two Speakers had a marvelous
speaking skills on this particular topic it was an Interactive
Awareness Workshop the ambiance was well organized the
audience participated in this workshop.
The 1st Speaker Was Ms. Mehak Umair Occupational Therapist
who discussed this topic on the ground level she started the talk
by having the activity on Worksheets that was to tell the
functions of senses so that we can understand the level of the
audience learning. She discussed about the techniques and the
management of the children with SPD she also practically
demonstrated the breathing and massaging techniques to manage this disorder.

The 2nd Speaker was Ms. Amna Allauddin who is an Associate Clinical Psychologist and
behavioral therapist certified in ABA-applied Behavioral analyses she had an experience of 6
years in this field.
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She discussed the topic as being a psychologist in her approach how can we deal the children
with SPD.
After the both Sessions Ms. Cookie Lewis announced for the
Shields Distribution to the speakers of this event.
Sr. Ruth Lewis presented the shields to both speakers as a
token of love from Dar ul Sukun afterwards Sr. Ruth Lewis
ended the Event with the Thanking Note.
Afterwards we announced for the Hi-Tea and a Group photo
of the Dar ul Sukun Team Members.

YOUNG CHANGE MAKER:
In training Department Disability Sensibility Protocols
curriculum there is a training Topic Young Change Maker
it was a speaking awareness for the youth who is the
future of the society. Hence, there is a need to let them
understand the diversity in the world. To make them
realize their role in the society by accepting the persons
with disabilities so that they can also be the part of the
society. By sensitizing the youth and cultivating the
positive seeds in their learning process may shape the
world in a better way.
LUCKYONE WITH LOVE
On 16th February Lucky one Mall organized the Valentine’s Day for the Children with disabilities
an inclusive event where the different Institutes of special education participated. Hence, Dar
ul Sukun Participated in this auspicious event by performing the dance and singing which
made the audience amazed to see the hidden talents in the children of Dar ul Sukun. During
the event, different interviews from different channels were conducted and there was huge
media coverage which positively showed the talents of the children. By the end of this event
they distributed gifts from 3 large Gift Boxes; Lucky One gifted Dar ul Sukun a washing
Machine and served the dinner.




OBJECTIVES OF THE LUCKYONE MALL EVENT
In Collaboration with Dar ul Sukun, Kazim Trust, DEWA Academy & Make a Wish
Foundation
Concept behind the campaign was INCLUSION – Including the individuals that have
been forgotten and needs attention & care
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Reason to Believe: LuckyOne Mall wanted to make a unique change in taking the
traditional valentines celebrations to the next level by incorporating the aspect of
“Sharing Love, Sharing Happiness”
Children from institutes were invited and were part of the campaign along with other
celebrities, bloggers and media to give this event maximum mileage
For Gifts Collection, 3 large GIFT BOXES were placed in different areas of the Mall

Valentine’s Day Celebration Theme: (Because all we need is Love)
On 14th February Valentine’s Day was scheduled in the Events Department the day of Love,
Hugs and Roses it all culminates to Valentine’s Day on the 14th, when you can get creative in
every way to show that you care, you are responsible, and you love. Dar ul Sukun celebrated
this day with the Dar ul Sukun team members by having Cake cutting Ceremony and to sharing
love through Roses and Wishing Cards.
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Monthly Activities at Dar ul Sukun Rehabilitation Department
Rehabilitation department of Dar ul Sukun is using an eclectic approach towards its residence.
We have different departments catering different type of needs individual. Aim of our
department is to make them independent to maximum level of their capacity. In case they
reach their learning and growing threshold we will focus to hold that level so, there are fewer
chances of relapse. We believe that our residence including children, adults and older
individual are our prized possessions and with some polishing and hard work we can include
them or rehabilitate them into our society very well. This report shows work that has been
done in the month of February, 2020 in different departments that includes Academic section,
Psychological department, physiotherapy department and Gymnasium.
Academic section:
Rehabilitation Department’s academic section involves three classes named Ac-1, Ac-2 & Ac-3.
These classes have different zone or areas which focus different type of learning
methodologies that are compatible with individuals’ cognitive abilities.








Academic zone: It is focusing on the students learning abilities and skills. We believe
that with some efforts our beloved students will be able to achieve a lot in their life.
Education is the basic need of individuals. We should provide them with nothing but
quality education. This are of class will focus Math, Urdu, English, general knowledge
and daily living etiquettes. Teaching methodologies will be focusing on remembering,
understanding, analyzing and application of information with visual, auditory and hand
on techniques.
Activity section: This section will be working on their art and craft and creative
development along with pre writing and tracing activities. Cognitive level of children
enrolled in this section is slightly below than of Academic zone. Activity section will
also focus on the fun activities to let them feel them connected with their
environment.
Area of visually impaired children: As visually impaired children need different type of
teaching methodology and have different level of cognition. We made this section to
focus more on their needs.
Snack time zone: Table manners are essential. We want to make our children
independent. As every other child out there our children need to learn basic manners
like washing hand before eating, usage of different cutlery, and face washing etc. This
are will try to make them learn these manners.

Snapshot of Activities
Visually impaired students’ needs to learn thing by using different sense. By using water and
gloves as a medium to stimulate tactile sense to make them count by using figure is effective
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technique. Instructor tried to teach them counting by using this method. It also served as
catharsis medium for children as they were also playing with their learning object. So,
incorporating fun and innovation can make them motivated towards learning.

Meditations and yoga is effective technique to align the
mind and body of the individual. Being children with
special needs they need some time and space to connect
with their inner self. Activity zone of class Ac-1 did
meditation activity to work on the children’s spirituality
and mental peace.

Fun shape Activity
This activity was design for students to make them differentiate between different shapes
and how together it can make a new thing. Activity was fascinating for kids as they found
animal hidden in shapes. This activity taps their color recognition, animal identification and
differentiation of shapes.
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Kindergarten
Kindergarten children learned sea animals, birds and insects through coloring and art
activities.

Sports Activity
Along with academic focused activities, rehabilitation department focus on happiness and
fitness of our children. Games and sports are necessary because it not just improve mood and
motivation of children but also their interpersonal skills and internal bond. We had bucket
activity with children’s. This activity also helped them to recognize colors and playing in teams
also made them feel competitive towards each other in a healthy way.
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Monthly Activities at Dar ul Sukun Rajab Ali Campus Rashidabad

Activities of the month
Dar ul Sukun Rashidabad, the month of February 2020 was the month of the initial setup of
the building and new admission of the children. Along with the administration staff, two
teachers have joined the institution. All the personnel are contributing their efforts in the
vision of the Dar-ul-Sukun by offering their selfless and dedicated services for the most
beloved children of God. The goal of the month was to provide support to the children in
learning daily basic Daily living activities through fun learning ways.
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ADMISSION OF THE CHILDREN
20 children have been registered for the admission process in the Dar ul Sukun Rashidabad.
These children were registered after receiving the basic requirement of the complete
admission form of the institution. The parents/guardian of the children were given an
orientation regarding the role of parents and institutions for the better learning of the
children and services that the institution provides where shared in the orientation clearly.
ACTIVITIES OF THE CHILDREN

Under the vision of Dar Ul Sukun of “enabling the children with special needs to live
independent and dignified life” children are being trained through fun learning
methodology which increases the interest and involvement of the children.
During the reporting period following activities were the main focus:
-

Daily living activity and Hand wash
learning coloring through creative drawing/art
Physical exercise
Drum beating and repeating the teacher’s words
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BUILDING SETUP

Following work has been completed in Building setup:
-

Window Blinds
Curtains
Furniture
Artificial grass and plants
Pole (Lights)
Kitchen (The kitchen has been operational and the children and staff are being
provided lunch in the DUS Rashidabad).

VISITORS & VOLUNTEERS
Dr. Maqsood ul Zaman (neuro-consultant) was invited by DUS Rashidabad on February 12,
2020. He was provided information regarding the Dar-ul-Sukun work, services, and efforts to
uplift the dignity of mankind. He appreciated the institution and offered his volunteer
services. After the permission of Higher Management DUS, Rashidabad accepted his offer
and he will pay a consultancy visit once a week on every Wednesday from 11:00 am to 1:00
pm.
DUS is very much focused to promote volunteerism in society by sensitizing the people to
offer their helping hand to those who need Help “as a prime responsibility being human”.
S.#
1
2
3
4
5
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LIST OF VOLUNTEERS
Name
Service
Dr. Maqsood Ul Zaman
Neurologist
Mr. Sharoon
Marshal Artist
Mr. Rashid
Care Taker
Mr. Asfandyar
Helper
Mr. Zeeshan
Helper

Monthly Activities in Dar ul Sukun Centre for the Older People
Psychosocial therapy
sharing is caring is a common phrase but had a big meaning that when we share something
with someone else it is equal to caring them. we show care and our interest in them by sharing,
sharing is not only limited to tangible things, we can share an intangible thing as well like a
spiritual thought, any kind of idea, our learning's or may be our experiences. Keeping this in
mind Dar ul Sukun occasionally celebrates the concern and care between residents to remind
our society that humanity is one of the support pillars for content life.

Ageing rights working group session
On 3rd February 2020 Miss Ana Daniel, branch
manager Dar ul Sukun senior citizens headed
a session in which she explains that every
individual has the basic right of independent
living and as an active member of society it is
our responsibility to make sure that our elders
have access to all facilities of life. We should
encourage our elders to live independent.

Visit of Little Heart school
On 4th February 2020 budding flowers of Mama Parsi school visited Dar ul Sukun and enjoyed
their time with senior citizens by involving in different activities with our elders.
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Societal interaction of Girls Youth
On 5th February 2020 students from different universities and different fields visited Dar ul
Sukun and spend quality time with Senior Citizens and gave message to world that elders are
blessing for any society.

On 21st February 2020 two very famous Tele Vision actors named Mr. Murtaza and Mr. Sami
visited Dar ul Sukun and spend time with senior citizens.
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Recreational therapy
On 6th February 2020 volunteers from Quetta organizes different fun activities for elders of
Dar ul Sukun. They try to bring happiness on their faces by involving in different fun activities
with our senior citizens.

Art Therapy:
On 7th February a session was arranged for senior citizens. Main theme of this session was to

work on mind body coordination by involving our elders in different recreational and art
activities.

On 10th February 2020 volunteers from Quetta
spends quality time with senior citizens. Their
theme was to bridge gap between budding and
golden age by promoting interaction between
these two ages.
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Awareness session on Management of Senior Isolation
On 12th February 2020 Miss Ana Daniel,
branch manager Dar ul Sukun senior
citizens leaded a session on management of
senior isolation with the young generation
of our society. She sensitized our new
generation about the social issues and
social isolation in elderly and how we can
manage their issues. She explained
techniques how youth can involve their
parents and grandparents in social activities
and create the provision for their quality life that our elders are facing due to negligence of
ours. She emphasizes on steps should be taken by us to eradicate this issue.

Valentine’s Day Celebration
14th February, the festival, which celebrated the
coming of spring in which loved ones express
their affection with greetings and gifts for each
other. Elders of Dar ul Sukun also celebrates this
day by exchanging gifts and flowers.

Fun therapy via Mind Games

On 18th February 2020 volunteers from different university arranges different activities for
elders. The idea was to build the communication pathways between the mind and the outer
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appendages, thus improving the brains ability to communicate with the body and improve
communication and other physical and mental functions.

Cooking Activities:
“Cooking has therapeutic value physically, cognitively, socially and interpersonally. Physically,
cooking requires good movement in shoulders,
fingers, wrists, elbow, neck, as well as good
overall balance. Adequate muscle strength is
needed in upper limbs for lifting, mixing, cutting
and chopping. Furthermore, sensory awareness is
important in considering safety while dealing with
hot and sharp objects.” This is the therapeutic
value noted by the wall street journal. Cooking as
therapy is effective because it encourages
creativity. Cooking also makes people feel good
about themselves because it’s a way for them to nurture others. Keeping this in mind on 28th
February 2020 we arranged a cooking therapy session for our elders.

Capacity building session on Team Work
On 24th February 2020 Mr. Augustin, accountant
Dar ul Sukun senior citizens gave session on
importance of team work. He elaborates the
meaning of teamwork and its significance in
successful running of any organization.
According to him team work is actually the
collective effort of each and every team
member to achieve their assigned goal. He
states that teams have defined membership
(which can be either large or small) and a set of activities to take part in. People on a team
collaborate on sets of related tasks that are required to achieve an objective. Each member is
responsible for contributing to the team, but the group as a whole is responsible for the
team’s success.
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Common problems in Elderly
On 27th February 2020 Mr. Muhammad Bilal,
physical therapist Dar ul Sukun gave session on
common problems our elders face that is
urinary incontinence. He explains that due to
different systemic disease our elders face
difficulty in controlling micturition. He also
elaborates its different types and management
for this condition.

Psychotherapy session on Mind Diversion
On 29th February 2020 Mr. Muhammad Bilal arranges a psychotherapy session aimed on mind
body coordination and enhancing fine motor skills for elders of Dar ul Sukun by involving them
in different activities.
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